
BATHTUB SHITTER / WALL OF WORLD IS WORDS

01: I.N.W.W.W.
02: WALL OF WORLD IS WORDS
03: M.A.D.S.
(Mentality Against the Delicious Shits)
04: WE THE HELPLESS
(originally by EXTREME NOISE TERROR)
05: IMITATION OF LIFE
(originally by SCUM)
06: WRINKLY WALL
07: FUCK YOU
(originally by HOLY MOSES)
08: LIGHT OUT
09: NEW CLEAR WAR
10: O.U.T.W.W.W.


02: WALL OF WORLD IS WORDS
lyric is written by Masato Henmarer Morimoto

Can your words run through the body ?
Foolish barganing, Endless exchange
Why can't we know each other ?
Hurt by words, believe in lies to live

But I know truth is so stink
It's entrance, Exit is so dirty
Look or hear, wind from the hole
Hip to hip, talking out
(Fuck) WALL OF WORLD IS WORDS

Many people, many culture
We must breathe out from hole
This is proper talking
We have same words
Can use another mouth
Why don't you open the window ?
Pretend not to see the right ?
Distinction, Destruction
WALL OF WORLD IS WORDS

Need a gap on the pants
Say HELLO from it
speak with a wind or shit
One word on the world
No need the wall here

Get the words of no rank


03: M.A.D.S.
(Mentality Against the Delicious Shits)
lyric is written by Masato Henmarer Morimoto

Same message, same hair style
is it in vogue ? is that the delicious shits ?

Worldly desires need appetite
Try to get it, life for delusion of shits ?

I've M.A.D.S. I'm afraid to eat it
I've M.A.D.S. am I alone there ?

Expensive shits in your show case
I feel sick, Why do you get it ?

I have mentality against the delicious shits
I have mentality against the delicious shits


06: WRINKLY WALL
lyric is written by Masato Henmarer Morimoto

Child's skin is smooth
ass is loose, free wetted
No wall on their playground
But you're already old
and try to destroy it
You've a rule as increasing wrinkle

It's envy
It's envy
That wall will spreads
when your brain were hard

Wrinkly wall
Why do you force old shits on us ?
No need your complete law
Tell me, Tell me history of your old shits
We wanna know about your foolish building

You're ignorance without wrinkle
Not wise, Not great, only wrong guess
your ass will loose sometime
You wet on your wall, Fall down


08: LIGHT OUT
written by Masato Henmarer Morimoto

What is good and evil ?
I've the enemy and friend
my wants or no wants
Why do this eyes choose ?

Do wellshape under the light
born dirty monster in the dark
Why ?
got the woeful reality by the light
Why ?
need to resist this eyes by the dark
hide a shit for the appearance

shall carry in this room

All is silly in fact
Hypocrite, Vain person
Don't wanna see your true filth

Light out, Light out, no lies in toilet
Don't have to cry for the cruel view
Light out, Light out, no lies in toilet
right and lies are same color here

Please light out
Here is my little sanctuary
only feel mad sounds, bad smell, close your eyes

Please light out in this room


09: NEW CLEAR WAR
lyric is written by Masato Henmarer Morimoto

Water will be dead by it
Unseen terror beyond the wall

stop the test of rest room
uneasiness by the smell and sounds
What do you drop now ?
What do you born there ?

You must change wall into the clear
Don't hide it, We need a right to see

flush it and finished
This is hidden test



